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NAME 
A BRICK

ON OUR NEW  
BUILDING PATHWAY

 

You can take part in this exciting 
endeavor by purchasing a brick 
to memorialize a friend, family 
member, or business in the “Name 
a Brick” campaign. The bricks will 
form a pathway in front of the 
building, where visitors can stroll 
and read the names on the  
bricks. To purchase a brick, visit
chslv.org or find a brochure at 
any of the clinic waiting rooms.



   ommunity Dental Clinic has a new  
dentist on staff and she is eager to help 
patients with any dental problems.  
Ekaterina (Katia) Hamidzadeh, DMD, 
a.k.a. Dr. H., joined the practice mid- 
October, and will be seeing new patients 
as well as, taking over the patients of Dr. 
Bratt, who departed for NYC to be closer 
to his family.
 
Hamidzadeh hails from a rural area near 
Moscow, Russia, where all types of health 
care resources, including dental, were 
limited. She was inspired to become a 
dentist after enduring traumatic dental 
experiences as a child.
 
“All procedures were done without  
anesthesia and on old equipment,”  

Hamidzadeh says. “There were two 
dentists who served our community and 
the school system. They came to schools 
and took kids out of classes for treatment. 
There was no escaping it. As a result, I have 
anxiety around my own dental procedures 
and can relate to my patients who also 
have anxiety. I swore I would become a 
dentist and no child would ever shed a tear 
like I did.”
 
Hamidzadeh’s sister emigrated to the  
U.S. in the 1990s, followed by their  
father. The family was united in 2003, 
when Dr. H. came to the U.S. to attend 
dental school. She received her  
undergraduate degree in biology from 
Florida International University, and  
her dental degree from University  
of Florida.
 
Hamidzadeh likes variety, and that is why 
she chose general dentistry rather than  
a specialty. She says the most important 
aspect to dental care is regular check-ups. 
Next comes a good diet, especially for 
children, whose teeth and mouths are 
developing. She just says “No” to Soda, 
which has so much sugar and acid that it 
dissolves teeth.
 

“Most of the population is malnourished, 
especially children,” Hamidzadeh says. 
“They are eating foods high in sugar, with 
little essential nutrients. This can cause 
devastating effects in the mouth. You can 
tell a lot about people’s overall systemic 
health and habits from their mouths. Even 
first signs of systemic illnesses such as 
diabetes can be detected from looking at 
a person’s mouth.” For toothpaste, Dr. H. 
recommends any fluoride tooth paste. She 
also says gum chewers should use Xylitol 
sugar free gum.
 
Before moving to Lamoille County,  
Hamidzadeh worked at a private  
practice in Jacksonville, FL. Her husband 
is an active-duty military dentist based in 
Georgia. As a family, they decided to move 
to Stowe because it offered the lifestyle 
and family values they sought, as well as, 
the opportunity to serve the community. 
They have an infant son and two German 
Shepherd dogs. They enjoy being outside 
and skiing.
 
Hamidzadeh is looking forward to settling 
in Lamoille Valley. “I’m very excited to 
become a member of this community and 
I hope it will become my forever home.”

Dr. Hamidzadeh,
now with the Commuinty Dental Clinic

 

   enneth Warden, MSW, LICSW, joined  
the team at Behavioral Health and  
Wellness Center in August. Originally 
from Pennsylvania, Warden had been  
vacationing in Vermont for years, and 
moved to Barre full time this past summer. 
He was a licensed social worker in  
Pennsylvania since 1997. This year, he 
received his Vermont license. 

Warden has a master’s degree in social 
work from Marywood University in  
Scranton, PA. His first job in the mental 
health field was at a residential facility for 
teenage girls with co-occurring mental 
health and substance abuse disorders.  
“I’ve treated many different diagnosis— 
inpatient, intensive outpatient, outpatient—
and I’ve helped develop programs for 
impaired doctors and pharmacists.”  
 

Warden also worked for the Pennsylvania 
State Medical Society, where he oversaw 
impaired physicians, and at a physical  
rehabilitation center, where he worked 
with spinal cord and stroke patients,  
helping them adjust and advising them  
on short-term planning. 

Warden has a strong familiarity with  
12-step recovery culture. He likes working 
with older adults, male and female, who 
have addiction and mental health issues. 
He also likes working with the LGBTQ 
community, and with people who have 
sexual compulsivity and addiction issues.

Warden enjoys helping people find a better 
way to live, and looks forward to developing 
his own panel of patients. When he’s not 
seeing clients he spends his time hiking and 
snowshoeing in the Green Mountains. 

Kenneth Warden joins BHWC
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   heldon J. Ravin, DO, has joined
Morrisville Family Health Care as a  
family physician. He will be building his 
own panel of new patients, in addition  
to seeing patients previously with Dr.  
Delores Burroughs-Biron, who was 
recently appointed medical director at 
Woodridge Nursing Long Term Care  
and Rehabilitation Center.

Dr. Ravin graduated from Chicago 
College of Osteopathic Medicine.  
Prior to joining the CHSLV group  
he was a primary care associate at a  
private practice in Colorado Springs,  
CO., and staff physician at a hospital.  
He served on numerous medical boards,  
ran a drug and alcohol program, was a 

principal investigator in pharmaceutical 
studies, a researcher, lecturer, writer, and 
medical director, and a medical student 
teacher and mentor. 

Because he enjoys working in different 
medical fields, Dr. Ravin chose family 
practice. “I like all medicine, taking  
care of people, and using my brain to  
make accurate diagnosis that are critical  
for patient management,” he says. “Primary 
care providers can oversee consistency  
in patient care and help patients navigate 
the complex field of medicine. As a  
medical home, CHSLV provides a  
complete care package and support  
system for its patients.”

Dr. Ravin and his wife had been coming 
to Vermont for many years to visit friends 
in Greensboro and fell in love with the 
area. They looked for a place to retire and 
found it in Craftsbury. “I’m not ready to 
retire yet, but I was ready to leave 
Colorado, which has become very 
crowded. I feel serenity in Craftsbury, not 
the frenetic pace of Colorado. It’s a lot 
more relaxed.”

An advocate of the importance of  
exercise and a healthy lifestyle, Dr. Ravin 
cycles and plays golf, and can now enjoy 
those activities in Vermont’s picturesque 
landscape. He also paints, likes a good book, 
and cooking a flavorful meal to share with 
friends and family.

Welcome  
Dr. Sheldon Ravin
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Dr. Hamidzadeh,
now with the Commuinty Dental Clinic

 

   usan Sykas, DNP, a primary care pediatric 
nurse practitioner, has joined Appleseed  
Pediatrics in Morrisville. She resided in Stowe 
many years ago and worked with Dr. Balu 
at Ryder Brook Pediatrics (Balu is now at 
Appleseed). After time spent in Southern 
Vermont, where she cared for her mother 
and worked at Brookside Pediatric and  
Adolescent Medicine in Bennington,  
Sykas has come back to work full time  
in Lamoille County.  

Sykas recently received her doctorate of 
nursing practice at Northeastern University 
School of Nursing. “I’m a perpetual student. 
I’ve always done a lot of education to keep 
myself current, and I decided it was time 
to get my doctorate.” Her doctoral research 
project was on the use of group visits for 
well-baby care, where she showed that 
parents loved the networking and felt they 
learned more at the visits.

Sykas has two grown stepchildren and 
three grandchildren and has always been 
interested in pediatrics. Her experience 
is extensive. She worked at Massachusetts 
General Hospital on an adolescent unit 
and at Boston’s Children’s Hospital  
Medical Center in their adolescent  
outpatient clinic. She has been a teen 
sexual abuse treatment consultant, a 

preceptor for Boston College  
graduate nursing students, a school 
nurse and health educator in Stowe’s 
school system, a camp nurse at  
Windridge Tennis Camp, and an  
assistant professor at Southern  
Vermont College. 

“I feel like I’m a coach for the parents 
to help them be better parents. I enjoy 

educating them on what to expect in their 
children’s growth stages, and I love watching 
children grow and develop. I like being a 
part of that, but I want parents to be the 
primary force in their kids’ lives and I want 
to help them be the best they can be so 
their kids can be the best they can be.”

Throughout her lengthy career, Sykas has 
seen many changes in pediatric medicine. 
“I’ve been a nurse practitioner long enough 
that I’ve seen the benefits of immunization, 
especially with haemophilus meningitis. I’ve 
also seen huge advancements in childhood 
cancer treatments. When I first started, 35 
percent of childhood leukemia patients 
survived. Now it’s 85 percent.”

Sykas especially likes working with teens, 
and says pediatrics reflects society. “We’re 
dealing with a faster pace and there is a lot 
more stress. I’m seeing more weight and 
drug use issues, but I also see the resilience 
in children.” 

In her spare time, Sykas enjoys outdoor 
activities and has always been involved in 
fitness. “I’m excited to be back in Lamoille 
County and I look forward to reacquainting 
myself with the area and people.”

Meet Susan Sykas, DNP 
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   reastfeeding for a first-time mom has  
a learning curve and can sometimes be 
stressful, so it’s good news that Lamoille 
Valley has a new board-certified lactation 
consultant. Gloria Tuthill, RN, BSN, a 
member of CHSLV’s Community Health 
Team, became an international board- 
certified lactation consultant this past  
summer. Lactation consultants are  
professional breastfeeding specialists  
trained to teach mothers how to feed their 
babies. They help women experiencing 
breastfeeding problems, such as latching 
difficulties, painful nursing, and low  
milk production. 

Tuthill, a maternal child health nurse and 
mother of a toddler, was inspired to pursue 
the certification after having problems 
breastfeeding her own newborn. “I had 
latch issues,” she says. “The first two weeks 
were really difficult, so I met with a  
lactation consultant. She was wonderful, 
and I was able to continue breastfeeding.”

When Tuthill meets with a new mom, 
the first thing she does is find out what 
the mother’s goals are. Does she want to 
breastfeed for two weeks, two months, two 
years, not at all? Then she devises a plan 
to help mom be a successful breast feeder. 
She checks in with her every two weeks to 
provide education, support, and the tools 
to be successful. 

“I help with latch issues or other concerns. 
It can be a simple fix, or more complicated. 
A shallow latch is most common. In the 
early days, it can cause abrasions on the 
nipple, which in turn can cause inability 
to get enough milk. I’ll help mom adjust 
the infant’s latch so the baby gets a full 
feeding and is satisfied,” Tuthill explains. “A 
woman’s body can produce a milk that is 
specifically formulated for her baby.”

For more information about breast feeding 
or to schedule an appointment with Gloria 
Tuthill, RN, BSN, call Morrisville Family 
Health Care, 802-888-6008.

Breastfeeding education  
and support 

   

  o improve communication efficiency and 
operate more cost-effectively, CHSLV is 
incorporating Office 365 into its in-house 
Microsoft Office suite. Office 365 is a 
cloud-based application that eliminates 
CHSLV maintaining an onsite server to 

run Microsoft Exchange 
(i.e. email, calendar, and 
contacts). CHSLV 
employees will access 
their email, contacts, 
calendars, and other 
Microsoft programs 
from the company’s  
secure network, or, if 

needed, from a VPN 
(virtual private  
network) connection. 

Tim Heath-Swanson is CHSLV’s  
SharePoint business analyst/coordinator. 
He says there are many benefits to Office 
365 that will enable individuals to work 
more efficiently, resolve tasks quickly, and 
collaborate with other CHSLV staff in  
real time. Phase II of migrating to Office 
365 will be implementing SharePoint 
Online. Tim has been meeting with  
various departments to review preparing 
for SharePoint Online, additional  
meetings will be scheduled over the next 
several weeks.   

For the staff to become fluid in Office 
365 and SharePoint Online, CHSLV’s 
SharePoint and IT staff will provide  
ongoing training and support, and will 
host a series of “walk-in clinics,” where 
staff can ask questions and get comfortable 
with the tool and how to best utilize it. 

CHSLV is moving!  
Well, moving to the cloud, that is

   

Gloria Tuthill
RN, BSN

Tim Heath-Swanson

CO2 laser dental technology
can work for you 
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Breastfeeding education  
and support 

   

CHSLV is moving!  
Well, moving to the cloud, that is

   

   he Dental Clinic has a CO2 laser for use 
in a wide range of dental applications. CO2 
(carbon dioxide) laser technique replaces 
the need for incisions by cauterizing the 
soft tissue, so there is little to no bleeding. 
Lasers allow for a much cleaner procedure 
and can eliminate the need for sutures. 
Healing time is faster and there is less 
post-operative pain.

Lasers have been used in dentistry since the 
1990s. A CO2 laser penetrates less than a 
millimeter and can produce excellent 
coagulation along with a very precise cut. 
CO2 lasers can be used for various types 

of periodontal therapy, such as soft tissue 
applications, tissue re-contouring, and for 
crown and bridge procedures. They are 
helpful in some endodontic procedures 
as well, and in uncovering partially 
erupted teeth. They can also be used in 
biopsy techniques.

A CO2 laser is a time saver. It is faster than 
using a scalpel and is overall a much cleaner 
procedure. For more information on how 
lasers can be used in your dental procedures, 
contact the Community Dental Clinic at 
802-888-7585 and schedule an appointment 
to discuss your options.

CO2 laser dental technology
can work for you 

   

     eal times should be fun and enjoyable, 
but pressure can start to build when you 
try to get a healthy meal on the table. With 
so much food being marketed to kids, it’s 
no wonder they may prefer packaged food 
to a healthy meal. Don’t make meal times 
a fight—no one wins. Try these tips to add 
some fun to your meals, so you and your 
family can try new foods and enjoy meal 
time together. 
1. Use cookie cutters for fun shaped  
 sandwiches, and for fruits, like apple,  
 melon or pineapple, and veggies, like  
 cucumbers to snack on, or carrots to add  
 to soup. 
2. Use silly straws to encourage drinking  
 plain old water.

3. Use colorful cupcake liners to pack  
 fruits, veggies, and snacks in the  
 perfect portion.

    4. Keep a Tupperware  
      of chopped veggies,     
     along with your favorite   
    dip, for an after-school 
   snack, while  
  preparing dinner. 

5. Cooking together can 
    be fun. Try mixing up  
   some trail mix, a quick  

 bread, or homemade pizza with a 
 funny face.

6. The best time to try new foods is at a  
 snack time and not when kids are most  
 hungry at meals. Try tasting foods   
 different ways. For example, compare  
 raw carrots, roasted carrots, and boiled  
 carrots. Make a game of trying new  
 foods and pretend you’re a judge on a  
 cooking show. 

7. Try a DIY salad bar. Take it a step further  
   and do a DIY breakfast bar: add toppings  
 to a muffin tin and make an oatmeal hot  
 bar with dried fruit, nuts, and brown  
 sugar as toppings. Or try a DIY taco bar,  
   with beans and salsa and cheese or a DIY  
    baked potato bar with creative toppings.

8. At the dinner table play Rose, Thorn,  
 and Bud, by sharing one good thing  
 about your day (the rose) one bad thing  
 

   (the thorn) and one thing you’re looking  
 forward to (the bud).

9. Keep meal time low pressure, institute  
 a “No thank you bite,” or say, “I haven’t  
 learned to like it,” instead of, “I hate it.”

10. Try using chop sticks. It’s fun and may  
 help everyone slow down and savor their  
 food more. 

Learning to like new foods is a process and 
it takes time, just like learning any other 
skill. Remember to keep meals fun, and be 
creative when you try new food! 

Kate Myerson is a registered dietitian  
nutritionist at Community Health  
Services of Lamoille Valley. Call about  
signing up for one of the Fun with Food  
workshops. 253-9164 

by Kate Myerson, RD
Make meals fun again
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Laura Dewey, MA, AAP, is the newest  
member of CHSLV’s MAT team. Medication 
Assisted Treatment is the use of medications, 
in combination with counseling and  
behavioral therapies, to provide a whole- 
patient approach to the treatment of opioid 
and alcohol use disorder.

Dewey, a graduate of Harwood Union and a 
resident of Hyde Park, was an intake clinician 
at Lund, whose mission is to help children 
thrive by empowering families to break 
cycles of poverty, addiction, and abuse. Prior 
to that, she was at Behavioral Health and 
Wellness Center (BHWC) working as an  
outpatient counselor. She recently transitioned 

back to BHWC and works four days 
a week with Drs. Marvin and  

Volansky at Stowe Family Practice.

Dewey received a BA in history 
and women’s studies at Simmons 
College in Boston, and a 
masters in psychology, with a 
specialization in expressive arts, 

from Goddard College in 
Vermont. She is in the 
process of completing 
her licensures in alcohol 
and drug counseling 
and mental health 
counseling, and 
expects to be a 
licensed clinical 

mental health counselor by the end of  
the year.

“At Lund, the majority of the clients had a 
substance use disorder. I enjoyed the work 
and the experience. I learned a lot about the 
MAT model in Vermont and I’ve become 
more passionate about it.”

Dewey says that working at Stowe Family 
Practice is a big change. “I appreciate that 
they are combining mind and body for overall 
health.” Dewey enjoys relating to people and 
building a rapport. “I like working with the 
clients. This demographic is so intelligent and 
has so much to offer. They are resilient and 
creative. I’ve heard extreme stories that are 
strength based. Everyone has a narrative.”

If you’re in need of opiate addiction recovery 
assistance, call the MAT hotline at 802-888-6009.

Kathy Mai, LICSW, a clinician at  
Behavioral Health and Wellness Center 
(BHWC) for the past year and a half, recently 
passed her licensed clinical social  
worker exam and received her LICSW, which 
demonstrates mastery of clinical skills,  
experience, and knowledge. It is also required 
to provide clinical interventions in Vermont. 

Mai’s strengths as a social worker are  
compassion and empathy. “I can meet people 
where they’re at and join them on their  
journey. My relationship with my clients is 

most important. Who I am at work 
is who I am everywhere, but I’m 
more confident in my office, 
where I’m in my element.”

Mai is certified as an acupuncture 
detoxification specialist (Acudetox), 
which helps people with addiction. 
She leads two Acudetox groups a 
month. Mai also has  
certification as an apprentice 
addiction professional  
and is working towards 
becoming a licensed 
alcohol and addiction 
counselor as well.

She recently started working 
with teens again, and also likes 
working with women who have substance 
abuse problems. Prior to CHSLV, Mai was 
a medical social worker at Central Vermont 
Home, Health & Hospice, and before that 
an investigative social worker at Vermont 
Department of Children and Families. She 
believes her job history has provided her with 
many of the skills needed to help others with 
addiction and mental health issues.

Mai lives in Waterbury Center with her partner 
and two dogs. She likes to run, mountain 
bike, and cross-country ski, and plans to 
resume downhill skiing this winter. “I am so 
happy to be at BHWC. I feel like I am doing 
what I was meant to do.”

   

Staff accomplishments 

   

Laura Dewey, MA, AAP

Kathy Mai, LICSW

Dr. Adrienne Pahl of Appleseed Pediatrics  
has accepted a position at the neonatal  
intensive care unit at the University of  
Vermont Medical Center. “While I look  
forward to my new role as a neonatologist, 
caring for critically ill infants, it is hard to 
leave Appleseed Pediatrics and all of my  
patients behind,” said Dr. Pahl. Dr. Sarayu 
Balu will continue to practice at Appleseed,  
and CHSLV is actively recruiting for a  
new pediatrician.

Dr. Delores Burroughs-Biron of Morrisville 
Family Health Care is joining the medical 
staff of Central Vermont Medical Center as 
the medical director for Woodridge Nursing 
Long Term Care and Rehabilitation  
Center. “Thank you all for the honor and 
privilege of taking care of you and your  
families and for having given me your trust 
and faith,” she said, in a letter to her patients.

Dr. Joshua Bratt of Community Dental 
Clinic is moving to New York to be closer 
to family. “I have come to love Vermont and 
appreciate the opportunity to work with 
CHSLV.  There are so many people behind 
the scenes that work at CHSLV and support 
its mission and values; without them, none 
of the practitioners could do their jobs 
effectively or efficiently,” he said. Dr. Bratt 
personally recruited Dr. Ekaterina “Katia” 
Hamidzadeh to join Community Dental 
Clinic, and is confident that she will be an 
ideal replacement for him. 
 

Three of CHSLV’s doctors are moving on to pursue career goals and  
personal interests. We wish them the best in their future endeavors.

Dr. Adrienne Pahl Dr. Delores Burroughs-Biron Dr. Joshua Bratt
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   ermont has a statewide program called 
Youth in Transition, or YIT, which provides 
services to youth ages 14 to 24. Behavioral 
Health and Wellness Center received a grant 
from Vermont Federation of Families for 
Children’s Mental Health, to implement the 
YIT program in Lamoille County.

“Research has shown that there are no  
systems in place for young people ages 14 to 
24 to help them transition from childhood 
to adulthood. A lot of times, youth in this age 
bracket are left out of social services and we 
try to fill in the gap. The grant money covers 
those services,” says Darrin Greene, MS, who 
oversees YIT with co-workers Kathy Mai, 
LICSW, and Matt Bouchard, BS, AAP, of 

Behavioral Health and Wellness Center. “We 
help them make the transition into what 
adulthood looks like for them. Whether it’s 
college, work, or job skills, we help them 
with the basic needs of how to live.”

Greene, Mai, and Bouchard work in  
Lamoille Union High School, People’s 
Academy, and Stowe High School, with one 
clinician in each school every week. They 
collaborate with guidance counselors and 
help students with challenges, such as job 
hunting, transportation, and the basic needs 
of how to live beyond school. They also have 
a peer worker, Morgan Manning, who lives 
and went to school in Lamoille County. She 
reaches out to youth in the community and 

is currently working on a research project 
about activities available for youth in that 
age group. Her work is financed by the grant 
provided by Vermont Federation of Families 
for Children’s Mental Health.

“The peer—Morgan—is important,” says 
Greene. “Youth tend to listen more to their 
peers than to parents and adults. We involve 
youth in everything we do. We want the 
youth voice to be present.”

Vermont has nine YIT hubs statewide.  
Lamoille County’s is located in  
Morrisville at Behavioral Health and  
Wellness Center. They currently have 25 
youths in the program. For more  
information call 802-888-8320.

Youth in Transition 

Meeting youth where they’re at   

Staff accomplishments 
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Community Health Services of Lamoille Valley 
celebrated its holiday party Thursday, December 7th 
at the VFW in Hyde Park.  
A splendid time was  
had by all.

Celebrating the holidays

   

Community Dental Clinic had a visit from Santa Friday,  
              December 8th. Children of all ages celebrated           
                                   with Santa and his dental elves.
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Congratulations to the following employees on their CHSLV  
employment anniversaries. They joined CHSLV during  

the fourth quarter of the year (October, November, December).                  
We look forward to many more successful years with them.

President/CEO Kevin J. Kelley, 
Director of Human Resources Vicki Emerson 

Employee        Years at CHSLV

Administration: P.O. Box 749, 
66 Morrisville Plaza, Morrisville, VT 05661
Phone: (802) 851-8608   CHSLV.orgWe’re Neighbors taking care of neighbors

P.O. Box 749,
66 Morrisville Plaza, Morrisville

VT 05661

Andrea G Phelps           15
Leslie A Llewellyn         13
Kevin J Kelley                 11
Carol Reinders    7
Adam W Strong    7
Lucinda L Clark    6
Donna M Christiansen   6
Olivia Montgomery     5

Matthew Bouchard    5
Kathryn Wolfe     5
Jose Zirena       4
Jack McShane     4
Tracy Patoine    4
Julie Stevenson    4
Meghan Orlando      3
Anne Pilbin     3
Alexandria Cattelona    2

Jennifer Reed-Collett    2
Laura Dewey    2
James Lewis    2
Mysha Atherton   2
Heidi Ainsworth     2
Laurie Dore  2
Elizabeth Audet     2
Ethan Gilson    1
Megan Lapan    1
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   onstruction of CHSLV’s new office building is
approaching completion, and practices will start to 
move in this winter. The exterior is complete, the 
interior sheetrock is installed, electricity is in the 
works, the parking lot’s base coat has been laid, and 
the finish coat will go down in the spring. Appleseed 
Pediatrics is on schedule to be the first to move in on 
February 16, followed by Morrisville Family Health 
Care and the Neurology Clinic.

We’re almost there!
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